Exhibit and Judging Rules
1. Exhibits will be judged at anytime between 10 am and 2 pm on
Friday. Exhibitors must meet all exhibit rules during these hours to be
eligible for awards.
2. All military objects displayed should be the sole property of the
ASMIC Exhibitor, or if not, clearly labeled as such.
3. Each and every reproduction must clearly be labeled as such. Not to
do so, will result in the exhibit being disqualified. The decision as to
whether an item is, or is not a reproduction, will be left in the hands of
the Judges. If the Judges agree that any object is misrepresented it
may not be eligible for an award.
4. Any exhibit covered, or not complete, at the time of judging will be
evaluated on the objects shown, Judges will not re-evaluate at a later
time.
5. Each convention attendee is limited to a total of two exhibits at one
convention.
6. Each exhibit is limited to four tables, unless special permission is
received in advance from the Show Chairman.
7. Any insignia, uniform, or other military artifact contained in an
exhibit that has won any ASMIC Award may not be displayed for
awards until two conventions have passed.
8. Any display that has not won an ASMIC award in the previous two
years may compete at following conventions, whether the exhibit is
modified or not.
9. Exhibitors need not be identified by name, however all exhibits must
clearly display a title
10. The ASMIC display Chairman will appoint the judges
11. A standard Judging form supplied by the Display Chairman will be
used to evaluate the exhibits.

12. Each Judge will evaluate the displays independently.
13. After each Judge has evaluated all exhibits he will turn his forms over
to the Display Chairman for scoring
14. The Display Chairman will total all score sheets. The totals from all
score sheets will determine the winners.
15. The names of the winners will be provided to the ASMIC President
and he or his designated representative, announce the winners.
16. The ASMIC President or the Display Chairman will give to the
exhibitors their score sheets so the may understand how to improve
future displays.

